**NOTES:**

1. SIGN SHALL BE DOUBLE FACED.

2. SIGN PANEL SHALL BE WHITE WIDE ANGLE PRISMATIC TRANSLUCENT CLASS 6 REFLECTIVE SHEETING, EITHER REVERSE-SCREENED WITH MANUFACTURER’S RECOMMENDED GREEN INK AND CLEAR COATING OR OVERLAYED WITH GREEN ELECTRONIC CUTABLE TRANSPARENT OVERLAY FILM, APPLIED TO A POLYCARBONATE CLEAR SUBSTRATE, 0.1875" GAGE.

3. LETTERS SHALL BE 8" SERIES E AND, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED BY THE TRAFFIC ENGINEER, SHALL BE ALL UPPERCASE WITH NO STREET NAME SUFFIX. IF NECESSARY TO MAKE SPACING FIT, REDUCE TO 8" SERIES D. SPACING BETWEEN LETTERS MAY BE INCREASED BY UP TO 25% (MAX) TO ACHIEVE 4" END SPACES.

4. APPROVAL OF SHOP DRAWING OF SIGNFACE LAYOUT BY TRAFFIC ENGINEER IS REQUIRED PRIOR TO FABRICATION OF SIGN PANELS.

5. SHEETING SHALL BE APPLIED IN A VERTICAL ORIENTATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER’S RECOMMENDATION.

6. ADVANCE BALLAST RSM175STP FOR EACH FLUORESCENT TUBE IS REQUIRED AND NO SUBSTITUTES.
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